
CHAPTER-S 

CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis provides information regarding fruitful application of Mathematical Modeling 

for river water quality parameters viz.DO, BOD, COD and pH by using graphical model, 

curve fitting and correlation -regression analysis. This is not the ultimate study but an 

attempt to asses the water quality and its pollution scenario by using mathematical tools. 

Introduction, scope of the work and the concept of modeling and simulation are discussed 

in first chapter. The survey of literature from around the world depicts widespread 

concern over the deterioration of the world's surface water quality in both space and 

time, which is discussed in second chapter. In third chapter the extensive study of 

Mahananda river is discussed which includes origin of river, location and sample sites, 

water quality parameters and various statistical analysis and corresponding algorithm and 

'C' program , graphical models of water quality data. Development of oxygen sag model 

and Laplace transformation process are discussed in forth chapter. In fifth chapter 

application of Laplace Transform to non traditional oxygen sag model and three-half 

order BOD equation and verification by Mahananda river water quality data are 

discussed. 

Uncertainty of mathematical modeling including causes analysis of uncertainty, technical 

consideration; risk factors etc are discussed in sixth chapter. Results and discussion are 

analyzed in seventh chapter. Chapter eight and nine contain conclusions and complete 

references with the publication. 

Trend testing of water quality data provides useful information that ensures a sound 

appreciation of the cause and effect processes within a catchment. The ability to 

understand the changing environment and predict future scenarios is fundamental in 

achieving sustainable management of water resources. However, to attain this 

understanding, it is critical to be able to detect practically significant trends. 



• 

This review reveals that an array of statistical techniques is currently in use across the 

world to produce information on long-term trends in water quality. However, the 

selection of the appropriate method (parametric versus non-parametric) is influenced 

mainly by the data characteristics and the type of trend expected (monotonic versus step). 

The justification of the use of different trend detection techniques is often centered on the 

knowledge that water quality data often exhibits characteristics that render some 

techniques inappropriate. The complexities that often characterize water quality data and 

influence the choice of test for trend include serial dependence, non-normal distribution 

and skewness. 

The future work can be done by taking huge amount of data for long period of time and 

constructing modeling and simulation to forecast the pollution status and taking 

appropriate measure to counter that. 

• A predictive study to model or forecast future trends and provide estimates of the rates 

of change in water quality is also recommended as a basis for water quality management 

strategies. 

• A comprehensive study to investigate the impacts associated with the catchments 

activities such as cattle farming in the river bank, immersions of idol during festival time, 

burning point based activities etc. 

Water pollution is now a burning issue across the world and in this thesis mathematical 
sciences are used to specify and control this real life problem. · 
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